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LCB   Depot’s   exhibition   &   events   programme   highlights   work   from   a   different   creative   practice   every   
month.   In   May   2021   the   focus   is   on   ceramics,   glass,   metal,   wood,   textiles   and   jewellery   design.   

Designers   and   makers   from   across   the   country,   and   internationally,   including   new   talent   from   De  
Montfort   University’s   BA   Design   Craft   2nd   year   are   showcasing   their   latest   work   in   our   gallery   and   
online.   

To   find   out   more   visit    http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/craft     

#craft   @lcbdepot   

  

  

  

Coastal   Dreams   collection   

Nerissa   Cargill   Thompson   

Wall   hung   textile   art   &   mixed   media   sculpture   plus   wearable   art   

Using   a   combination   of   embellishing   and   embroidery   inspired   by   natural   &   coastal   textures,   Nerissa   
creates   artwork   that   explores   how   things   change   appearance   &   shape   over   time,   not   just   eroding   or   

decaying   but   new   layers   of   growth,   giving   interesting   juxtapositions   of   structure   and   colour.     

The   textiles   are   formed   using   a   combination   of   embellishing   and   embroidery   to   create   coastal   

inspired   textures,   blending   a   variety   of   recycled   fabrics   to   create   subtle   variations   in   tone.   Recent   
sculptural   work   highlights   the   issue   of   plastic   pollution.   It   invites   us   to   consider   the   packaging   that   we   
use   and   discard   on   a   daily   basis;   objects   that   are   so   lightweight   and   seem   so   insignificant   that   we   

  
  

  

http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/craft


barely   notice   them.   The   incorporation   of   detailed   embroidery   touches   upon   the   way   our   waste   

becomes   subsumed   into   the   natural   world   around   us.   Lack   of   access   to   the   casting   studio   has   seen   
an   increase   in   textile   only   work   over   lockdown.   She   uses   old   clothes   and   scrap   materials   for   both   
economic   &   ecological   sustainability   and   to   limit   waste,   makes   jewellery   and   miniatures   from   her   

offcuts.   

Coastal   Dreams   -   Blue/Yellow   £155   /   Coastal   Dreams   medium   £95   /   Coastal   Dreams   Landscape   £75   /   

Message   in   a   Bottle   £155   /    Mixed   Media   brooches   £20   /   All   from   https://folksy.com/shops/nerissact   

  

Artist   Bio   

Originally   trained   in   Theatre   Design   but   through   community   arts   practice,   interest   in   fibre   art   grew   
and   a   desire   to   develop   personal   artwork.   Nerissa   uses   recycled   materials   in   her   art   and   workshops   

for   economic   &   ecological   sustainability.    Member   of   Prism   Contemporary   Textiles   Collective,   Society   

for   Embroidered   Work,   Precious   Collective   and   Design   Nation   (Graduate   member).  

@nerissact   
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